
 The starship Triton dropped out of warp and on impulse power entered the new solar system. 

 On the bridge, Captain Amanda Tomkins stood behind the helmsman and gazed at the main viewscreen, 

where the distant yellow star could be seen.  She smiled to herself, the only outward sign of the excitement she felt 

whenever her ship began a new survey and exploration mission in an area of space where no one had gone before. 

 “What can you tell me about this system, Mister Ckathel?” she asked her cat-like Chief Science Officer, 

Ckathel Brightslay. 

 Ckathel turned away from his console to look at the captain as he said in his purr-like tone, “Fairrrrly 

typical solarrrr system, Captain. Eight planets orbiting a G-type yellow starrrr.  Planets two and thrrrree are located 

within the starrrr’s zone of habitability, so chances arrrre good we have at least one class-M planet to map and 

explore.” 

 “Very well,” Tomkins said, returning to her command chair and ordering, “Helm, set course for the orbit of 

Daneesha II, one-half impulse.” 

 As the Triton moved through the Daneesha system, sensor readings began providing even more 

information.  Before they were halfway to their destination, standard orbit of the planet Daneesha II, Ckathel was 

able to confirm both the second and third planets were class-M, capable of supporting carbon-based life, and the 

third planet showed signs of intelligent life already existing on it. 

 “Excellent!” Tomkins beamed.  “It’s rare when two such planets exist within a single solar system. I can 

hardly wait to…” 

 “Captain!” interrupted operations officer Lt George Worthington Gallagher.  “I’m picking up what may be 

a distress signal coming from within the solar system.” 

 “A distress signal?” the captain remarked.  “Is it from the third planet?” 

 “The signal is not coming from either of the two class-M planets,” Gallagher reported.  “And the strangest 

part, it’s being broadcast on a Starfleet carrier wave and frequency. 

 “That is strange,” Tomkins agreed.  “Are any of the other Fifth Fleet starships in the vicinity?” 

 “Negative,” Gallagher answered.  “Dauntless and Sarek are both in sector 50105, Bellerophon is in sector 

50104, and Besiege is back in spacedock with the Corsair.  As far as I’m aware, we’re the only Starfleet vessel in 

the sector.” 

 “Apparently not,” the captain remarked.  “Can you determine the location of the signal’s source?”  

 “Triangulating,” Gallagher said before coordinating with the chief science officer.  A moment later, 

Ckathel turned to look at the captain. 

 “Sensors indicate the signal is coming from the vicinity of the fifth planet of the system.  The planet is a 

ringed gas giant, class-J, verrrry similar to Saturn in the Terran solarrrrr system or T’Khut in the Vulcan system.” 

 “Helm, alter course,” Tomkins ordered.  “Take us into orbit of the fifth planet of the system.” 

 “Aye, Captain.  Altering course,” responded Crewman Josh Field. 

 

* * * * 

 

 An hour later, Captain Tomkins walked up the steps to the upper bridge, where the operations console was 

located.  “Can we tell what it is the signal is coming from?  And if it’s truly a distress call?” she wanted to know. 

 “The signal is very weak, Captain,” said Lt Gallagher.  “I was barely able to pick it up once we were in the 

system, too much natural radio interference from Daneesha V, so it definitely would not have been heard beyond the 

system’s edge.  Still trying to determine its exact source, though I have been able to ascertain the frequency it’s 

being transmitted on hasn’t been used by Starfleet on a regular basis for nearly fifty years.” 

 “Are you saying that whatever is transmitting that distress call has been out here for at least fifty years?” 

 “It’s possible, Captain,” Gallagher agreed. 

 Tomkins turned back toward the main viewer, where the ringed planet was already starting to become 

visible at normal magnification.  From a distance the planet looked a depressing uniform grey, but as the Triton 

neared orbit, multi-hued cloud bands of blue became clearer, as did the spectacular ring system surrounding the 

planet. 

 “I have located the sourrrrce of the trrrransmission,” announced Ckathel.  “Therrrre is a vessel in low orbit 

of the planet. According to sensorrrrs, the orbit is unstable, and the vessel is tumbling.” 

 “Is it going to fall out of orbit and burn up in the planet’s atmosphere?” Tomkins asked. 

 “Yes, Captain, but not today.  Analysis of the orbit indicates it will be apprrrroximately a yearrrr beforrrre 

upper atmospherrrric drag eventually slows the vessel enough to brrrring it down.” 

 As the Triton closed on its target, the image on the viewscreen was clearly that of a Federation starship. 



 “That’s an Excelsior-class starship!” Tomkins exclaimed as she recognized the design of the slowly 

tumbling vessel.  “What in the galaxy is she doing out here?” 

 “The library computer lists at least five Excelsior-class ships that were lost without a trace in the century 

the design has been in service,” Gallagher reported. 

 As Tomkins watched, the saucer section of the mystery ship was coming back into view. 

 “Increase magnification on the primary hull of that ship.  See if we can determine her name or hull 

number,” she ordered.  Immediately the viewer magnification increased so that half the saucer hull filled the screen.  

Damage from micrometeoroids was evident across the entire hull, but the hull number was still easily readable.  

Tomkins almost could not believe her eyes. 

 “NCC-1701-B?  Is it possible?  The Enterprise-B?” 

 “USS Enterprise-1701-B is one of the Excelsior-class vessels listed as missing in action,” Gallagher 

confirmed. 

 “Wow!  Can you imagine if we could salvage that vessel?  One of the more famous ships in Starfleet 

history!” Tomkins remarked. 

 “Captain, we may have a problem,” Gallagher said as he turned from his console and looked at Tomkins.  

“Now that we’re much closer to that ship, I’m able to pick up its transmission much clearer.  It’s not a distress call.” 

 “It’s not?” Tomkins asked, a little confused.  “Then what are they transmitting?” 

 “A warning,” Gallagher replied. 
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 Several minutes later the Triton’s senior staff were gathered in the briefing room. 

 “According to Starfleet records, the last known contact with the Enterprise-B took place in 2329,” 

explained Lt George Worthington Gallagher.  “The starship was under the command of Captain Thomas Johnson Jr. 

at the time.  They reported the crew had contracted some kind of virulent plague that they were unable to bring 

under control.  When thirty days passed with no further contact from the ship or its crew, Starfleet listed the ship as 

‘Missing-Presumed Destroyed.’  Starfleet Command at the time believed the ship had either undergone an ordered 

self-destruct to prevent the plague from spreading or had destroyed itself after the crew all died and no one remained 

to monitor vital systems.” 

 “If that was what was supposed to happen, how did it get here, almost a quarter of the way across the 

galaxy?” Lt Commander Shaun T. Peehs, the Triton’s XO, asked. 

 “If they tried to destroy the ship by overloading the engines without first overriding the safety protocols, 

which could have happened if they were distracted by a plague aboard their ship, then the warp core and most vital 

systems would have simply shut down after a few hours,” explained Lt Mallory Alston, Triton’s chief engineer.  

“The ship would have dropped out of warp and simply drifted through space until it got caught in the gravity well of 

Daneesha V.” 

 “Well, it matters little how the Enterprise-B got here,” Captain Tomkins said.  “What matters is do we let 

the ship fall into Daneesha V’s atmosphere and be destroyed, or do we try and salvage the historic vessel and return 

her to the Fleet Museum?” 

 “Pretty easy to guess which side of the argument you’re on, Captain,” Peehs remarked with a smile. 

 Tomkins shrugged noncommittally, then looked at her Chief Medical Officer, Dr. Vucetic.  “Doctor, what 

are the chances of a plague virus surviving the conditions aboard an inactive starship for sixty years and still being 

transmittable?” she asked. 



 “I would need to determine exactly what kind of conditions exist aboard the ship first, but I would suppose 

there is little chance of anything surviving outside of stored samples, and even those would likely be expired after all 

these decades.” 

 “My thoughts exactly,” Tomkins said, looking at her first officer.  “Number One, have an exterior survey of 

the Enterprise done, to verify the hull is intact and it wasn’t some catastrophic hull failure that killed the crew.  If 

the hull appears intact, lead an away team over there, full anti-contamination gear just in case.  If the ship is safe, I 

want to go over there and see the ship myself.” 

 “Aye, Captain,” Peehs responded before saying, “Gallagher, Ckathel, Alston, Kelly, Doctor Vucetic, you’re 

with me as soon as we have a pilot make a visual survey with one of our shuttlecraft.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Triton, this is shuttlecraft Conqueror.  I am currently 500 meters from the Enterprise-B and slowly 

closing.  Beginning visual survey of the vessel.” 

 The Type-9 shuttlecraft Conqueror closed on the large Excelsior-class starship on impulse power.  The 

intent was to perform a modified captain’s inspection, the traditional once-over almost every commanding officer 

performs before assuming command of their new vessel, with the shuttle’s co-pilot carefully looking over the hull 

for excessive damage or breaches into the ship’s interior.  Normally such a survey would be easy for a skilled pilot 

as the vessel being observed is usually in a secure orbit in drydock, but it would take almost all of Lieutenant Kurz’s 

skills to avoid colliding with the slowly tumbling starship while remaining close enough to the hull to conduct a 

proper survey. 

 “Primary hull seems intact.  No damage to the bridge module,” reported Lieutenant (JG) Laut, recording his 

observations in a log.  “Now passing over starboard impulse deck.  Hold on a second, Bill.  Slow down.” 

 The Conqueror came to a near stop over the large starboard side impulse engine.  There, Laut noticed an 

opening, but the opening was square in shape with straight edges indicating it was a designed opening like a 

maintenance access that was missing its hatch and not the result of a collision with space debris or weapons fire. 

 “The impulse vent cover is missing on impulse engine number four, but that doesn’t lead into any habitable 

space.  Let’s keep going,” Laut said.  “Preceding further aft.  No apparent damage to the Bussard collector on the 

starboard nacelle.  Warp field grille remains intact. Maneuvering over to the port nacelle…” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Lt Commander Peehs was sitting in the captain’s ready room with Tomkins, the two senior officers going 

over the survey report. 

 “Aside from some cosmetic damage to the upper primary hull and forward secondary hull, the ship appears 

to be completely intact,” Peehs remarked.  “There’s no indication of anything functioning aboard the ship aside from 

the warning beacon, but that indicates there is still some battery power even though no light of any kind could be 

seen from any windows or observation ports.  I recommend full EVA gear for the away team.  Once we’re over 

there we’ll verify the ship is safe and secure, restore what systems we can – hopefully life support and the turbolift 

network can be brought back on line – and then give you a call if I believe the conditions are safe enough to allow 

you to visit the ship.” 

 “Very good,” Captain Tomkins replied.  “Where do you plan to beam the away team over?” 

 “The two most logical places would be the bridge and main engineering.  I prefer the bridge, since we 

should be able to access all the system controls we need there with the added advantage of being able to access 

additional items of interest, like the captain’s logs.” 

 “I agree,” Tomkins said with a nod.  “When do you plan on beaming over?” 

 “The team should be assembled in Transporter Room 1 in ten minutes.” 

 “Good luck, Number One,” Tomkins offered. 

 

* * * * 

 

 The hum of the transporter filled the darkened bridge, the glow of the materialization process briefly 

lighting the space until six Starfleet officers wearing space suits were standing along the port side upper deck near 

the turbolift doors.  Immediately six light beacons and two tricorders were activated, the beacons reflecting off the 

layer of frost that covered every surface, including the several bodies still seated at their posts at the helm, 

operations console, science console, and command chair, while the Vulcan Dr. Vucetic used his medical tricorder to 



start scanning the bodies and Gallagher employed his own tricorder to assist the Chief Engineer with trying to 

activate several key systems at the bridge engineering console. 

 Lt Commander Peehs walked over to the center seat, shining his light on the captain.  The body appeared 

almost mummified, the exposed skin shrunken and tight.  He wore the old maroon single-flap uniform Starfleet had 

first introduced in the 2280’s, the insignia on the shoulder strap gleaming in the light of the beacon as if newly 

polished. 

 “Whatever killed them must have done it fast, for them to still be at their duty stations like this,” the XO 

remarked. 

 “Some viruses can shut down a human body in mere hours and remain infectious for days or weeks after,” 

Dr. Vucetic said, scanning the entire bridge with his medical tricorder before collecting a skin sample from the 

officer at the helm and placing it in a secure chamber in his medikit.  “I’m not detecting any indications of a virus 

here.  The utter cold when life-support failed must have killed it off.” 

 Suddenly the lights on the bridge turned on.  A broad smile could be seen on the chief engineer’s face 

through her suit helmet. 

 “I’m surprised by how well the systems have held up,” Alston said.  “Batteries are still close to 75% 

charged, enough power to last at least a day.  I’ve got lights, life support, turbolifts, and artificial gravity all 

restored.” 

 “Good work, Eng.  Now let’s see if we can access the captain’s log?” 

 With the help of Dr. Vucetic, Peehs moved the body of the captain aside, accessing the controls on the arm 

of the command chair.  A moment later, the captain’s image appeared on the main viewscreen.  The man looked 

flushed, sweaty, his eyes sunken, his jaw trembling as he started to speak. 

 “Captain’s log, stardate 11469.5…” 

 “That’s less than twenty four hours after the Enterprise-B’s last communiqué with Starfleet, Commander,” 

Gallagher informed. 

 “The entire crew has contracted this disease, and we still have no idea where it came from or how it was 

brought aboard the ship.  More than half my crew have already died, and my Chief Medical Officer says he is no 

closer to finding a cure than he was 48 hours ago. 

 “I know it is only a matter of time before we are all dead.  In order to prevent any chance of this disease 

ever reaching a populated planet or starbase, I am ordering a course set toward the center of the galaxy at maximum 

warp.  Somehow the ship’s self-destruct function has been rendered inoperable, so it is my hope that the strain on 

the engines will cause them to explode and destroy the Enterprise or, failing that, the ship will be drawn into a star 

or black hole, far away from any Federation member world or colony. 

 “This is my final log entry.  Truthfully, I’m not even sure why I’m recording this other than the fact it’s 

something I’m used to doing.” 

 The captain’s attention turned to something other than his log entry for a moment, and after a brief 

coughing spell he ordered, “Helm, set course 000 mark 0.  Ahead maximum warp.” 

 “Course plotted and laid in, Captain,” the off-screen voice of the starship’s female helmsman replied.  

“Indications show the engines will go into auto-shut down if we maintain that speed for more than six hours, sir.” 

 “Understood, helm.  Engage!”  A moment later, the captain returned his attention to his log entry.  “We are 

now on the final leg of our ultimate journey, onward to – as Shakespeare wrote – the undiscovered country.  Thomas 

Johnson Jr., Commanding Officer – USS Enterprise NCC-1701-B, over and out.” 

 The log recording stopped and the main viewer went blank. 

 “Pretty obvious Captain Johnson’s plan didn’t work,” Peehs remarked. 

 “The safety back-ups on the warp core probably kicked in hours before the captain expected,” Alston 

suggested.  “The ship probably dropped out of warp in the middle of deep space and drifted for decades out here.  A 

slightly different course by a tenth of a degree in either direction and the ship would probably have plunged right 

into the star Daneesha instead of into orbit of the planet.” 

 Peehs nodded as he looked at his away team members and asked, “Any suggestions on where we should go 

next?” 

 “I would recommend sickbay, Commander,” Dr. Vucetic said.  “Any records on the disease they were 

trying to find a cure to, as well as any viral samples if they still exist, would be located there.” 

 “Very well. Let’s go,” Peehs said, gesturing toward the nearby turbolift. 

 

* * * * 

 



 The turbolift opened on Deck 8 and half of the away team, Peehs, Vucetic, and Ckathel stepped out, the XO 

turning to address the Chief Engineer. 

 “Take Gallagher and Kelly down to main engineering with you.  See if you can get the main systems back 

on-line again, and while you’re at it start conducting a survey.  We need to determine if this ship is worth the 

attempt to salvage.” 

 “Aye, Commander,” Alston said, stepping back into the middle of the turbolift.  “We’ll let you know what 

we find down there.”  Then, as the doors swished shut again, Peehs joined the other two officers heading toward 

sickbay. 

 Along the way down the corridor, the trio encountered several more bodies lying on the deck.  One of them 

appeared to be little more than bones with some frozen flesh still evident beneath the uniform.  Vucetic paused near 

it, a confused look on his face as he pulled out his medical tricorder and started scanning. 

 “What is it, Doctor?” Peehs asked. 

 “This body has decomposed to a much greater degree than any of the others we’ve seen.  If they all died 

within a few hours of each other as the Captain’s log suggests, why would this body be in such an advanced state of 

decomposition?” 

 “Maybe he or she was one of the firrrrst to die?” Ckathel suggested. 

 “I find it very hard to believe that a Starfleet crew, even one as sick as this crew evidently was, would leave 

a body to simply decompose in the corridor.  And besides, it would take weeks for this to occur naturally.”  The 

doctor pointed at the other bodies nearby.  “Each of them looks like they died only a few days ago, a condition I 

would expect given the failure of life-support and environmental controls.  Not this!”  He looked at the readings 

displayed on his medical tricorder.  “It’s almost as if this person was somehow consumed.” 

 “Maybe there will be answers in sickbay,” Peehs suggested. 

 The three officers continued down the corridor until they reached the doors of sickbay.  Stepping inside 

they were not surprised by the sight that greeted them.  Every biobed in sickbay had a body lying on top of it, and 

several cots – each likewise containing a body – had been set up in between each biobed and across the entire 

sickbay floor.  There were at least two dozen victims of the mysterious plague. 

 Vucetic walked through to the medical laboratory in the next room.  There he found what appeared to be 

the Enterprise-B’s Chief Medical Officer and several nurses, collapsed across the lab table or on the deck, also 

victims of the plague.  Vucetic walked over two of the bodies to activate a computer console on the bulkhead, 

accessing several files before activating one. 

 “Medical log, USS Enterprise, Chief Medical Officer, recording: The origin and cause of this virus are still 

a mystery,” said a male voice through the computer speaker.  “All we know right now is this disease is highly 

contagious and, once contracted, can take anywhere from six hours to thirty six hours to result in death.  

Unfortunately I have been unable to isolate a sample of the virus to try and devise some sort of vaccine from.  We 

don’t know where it came from or how it is transmitted from victim to victim.  I hold out very little hope of finding 

a cure, especially since I have just confirmed that I too have become infected.  It is only a matter of time.  I have 

briefed the Captain, and we both agree our most logical choice at this point is to simply destroy the entire ship rather 

than risk spreading this mysterious disease.” 

 The recorded log ended, and Dr. Vucetic mouthed a curse under his breath. 

 “What’s wrong?” Peehs asked. 

 “I was hoping there would at least be a sample, some records, a theory of origin for this disease here in 

sickbay,” the doctor replied.  “But nothing!  Nothing that can help us determine what killed the entire crew of a 

Federation starship.” 

 It was then that Vucetic noticed another emaciated body, little more than bones, laying on the deck near the 

door.  Intrigued, he walked over, scanning the corpse and taking tissue samples from what little tissue remained.  

Peehs stepped over and watched the medical officer perform his job. 

 “Is it possible this virus is some sort of flesh-eating variety and the systems shut down before the later 

victims had a chance to be consumed by it?” 

 “No flesh-eating virus I’m aware of can do this in less than 48 hours,” Vucetic explained.  “There must be 

some other explanation.”  Vucetic looked up at the XO and asked, “Commander, is it possible – say if the Enterprise 

passed close to a star during its decades-long journey – for only certain areas of certain decks to have defrosted 

enough to allow for decomposition at a normal rate while the rest of the bodies remained frozen and static?” 

 “I suppose it would be possible for some areas near the outer hull, particularly with the shields that 

normally protect the ship against stellar radiation down,” Peehs answered.  “But sickbay is in the most well 

protected area of any starship – precisely to protect against radiation flares and weapons fire.  The last place I would 

think could ‘thaw’ because of exposure to some star would be this area of the ship.” 



 “That’s what I suspected as well,” Vucetic confirmed. 

 The three officers then left sickbay, intending to go to main engineering where they would meet up with the 

rest of the away team.  As they neared the turbolift down the corridor, Peehs turned to look at the chief medical 

officer. 

 “So what’s your medical opinion, Doctor?  Is it safe for the Captain and a salvage team to come aboard?” 

 “Commander, it is my medical opinion that, whatever caused the deaths of the crew of the Enterprise-B is 

likely itself long since extinct, since no virus or microbes I am aware of could have survived the sub-zero 

temperatures the interior of this ship experienced for the period of time this vessel has been out of service.  

However…” 

 Peehs looked at the doctor inquisitively. 

 “…However, I would still prefer the Captain not come aboard until we know for certain what was the cause 

of all this.” 

 “You know what she’s going to say?” Peehs remarked. 

 “Yes.  ‘Captain’s prerogative’,” Vucetic said with a nod. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “So you’re saying the ship is clear?” Captain Tomkins, sitting in her seat on the bridge, asked over 

subspace, her excitement building. 

 “Well, not exactly clear, Captain.  We’re out of the space suits and walking around in normal duty 

uniforms, but there are still bodies everywhere,” replied Lt Commander Peehs.  “We should organize a detail; 

document everyone, who they are, where they were found, and then clean up the corpses and hold a mass burial in 

the main shuttlebay with full honors.” 

 “I concur.  Make it so, Number One,” Tomkins ordered in her strong British accent.  “In the meantime, I 

would like to see the ship in its current condition as soon as possible.” 

 “Lieutenant Alston has managed to power up fusion reactors 5 through 12, so we have enough power to 

operate the transporter over here.  We can beam you aboard at your convenience.” 

 “Excellent.  I’ll be aboard presently.  Triton, out.”  Tomkins then addressed the officer at ops, saying, 

“Mister Weston, you have the conn.” 

 A few minutes later, the transporter system aboard the Enterprise-B hummed to life for the first time in 

nearly sixty years and Captain Amanda Tomkins materialized on the platform. 

 “Welcome aboard the Enterprise,” Peehs – who was now wearing his normal duty uniform instead of the 

space suit the away team had beamed over in – greeted as the captain stepped down to the deck.  “Where would you 

like to go first?  The bridge?  Engineering?” 

 “Actually, I’ve been thinking about where I would primarily want to go aboard the Enterprise ever since 

the away team first departed the Triton, and I believe I want to see deflector control,” Tomkins answered. 

 Peehs seemed puzzled, as if the captain’s reply was the last thing he had expected. 

 “Deflector control?  Why, Captain?” 

 As the pair entered a turbolift, Tomkins ordered, “Deck 15, Section 21-Alpha.”  Then, as the lift started to 

move, she answered, “Because that is where Captain James T. Kirk was lost during this ship’s maiden voyage, 

Commander.” 

 “Understood, Captain,” Peehs replied. 

 A short time later the two officers arrived outside the doors of the deflector control room.  A metal plaque 

was attached to the bulkhead to one side of the door with an inscription that read, ‘In this space, on stardate 9715.9, 

living legend Captain James T. Kirk sacrificed himself to rescue the crew of the USS Enterprise NCC-1701-B and 

47 passengers and crew of the transport vessel SS Lakul.  He gave his life so others may live.’  Tomkins and Peehs 

exchanged silent looks before stepping forward, causing the doors to open, and solemnly stepped inside. 

 

* * * * 

 

 A day later, one of the teams from the Triton was working in the Enterprise’s engineering hull, removing 

bodies of the original crew from wherever they were found, documenting what space they had been located in and 

who they were when possible before covering the bodies with Federation flags and moving them to the main 

shuttlebay in the lower area of the hull.  Several hundred bodies were lined up – ceremoniously – with only a meter 

walking space between rows and already the shuttlebay was becoming quite full. 



 “How many crew did an early 24th century Excelsior-class starship normally have assigned?” asked Ensign 

Kimbutoo Wantamu, wiping his profusely sweating brow with his sleeve as the two lifted another draped body onto 

an anti-grav cart. 

 “Somewhere around 550 officers and crew,” Ensign Mark Fitzgerald replied, pausing to look at his 

companion.  “Are you feeling okay, Kimbutoo?  You look like you’re sweating rivers.” 

 “It’s just hot in here and carrying all these bodies has me working up a sweat,” Wantamu started to reply, 

wiping his brow again.  “It’s called exercise.  You should try it some time.” 

 “Kimbutoo, it’s only 18 degrees Celsius in here, and the work’s not that hard.” 

 Wantamu looked at his shipmate, an expression of fear starting to appear in his eyes. 

 “You don’t…?  Could I have caught whatever killed these people?” he asked. 

 Fitzgerald immediately tapped his combadge, saying, “Ensign Fitzgerald to Doctor Vucetic.” 

 “Go ahead, Ensign,” the chief medical officer’s voice quickly replied. 

 “Doctor, I’m with Ensign Wantamu, and he’s started sweating profusely.  Is it possible he may have caught 

whatever it is that killed the Enterprise crew?” 

 “As I explained before the salvage teams beamed aboard, there is no way a microbe or virus could have 

survived the conditions this ship experienced for the last 60 years.  But if it will make Ensign Wantamu feel better, 

I’ll give him a once-over in the Enterprise’s sickbay.” 

 “Thank you, Doctor.  We’ll be there in a few minutes,” Fitzgerald replied, a chill running down his spine as 

he suddenly felt the trickle of sweat rolling down the side of his own face.  He wiped the sweat away, looking at the 

palm of his own hand for a moment before finally saying, “Come on, Kimbutoo.  These bodies aren’t going 

anywhere.  Let’s have the doctor examine us, then we can finish this up before 1600 hours.” 

 “Okay…,” Wantamu said, his skin now completely flushed as if he was suffering a fever. 

 By the time both men had reached sickbay in the primary hull, Wantamu was vomiting and dry-heaving 

and Fitzgerald was sweating as profusely as Wantamu had been when they first contacted Dr. Vucetic. 

 “My God!” Vucetic exclaimed as he directed each man to one of the now-empty nearby biobeds.  The 

monitors lit up as soon as they lay down, both showing accelerated cardio and respiratory rates as well as a much 

higher metabolic rate than normal.  The men were both literally burning themselves out.  Vucetic scanned Wantamu 

with his medical tricorder before grabbing a hypospray from his medikit, hoping to stabilize the ensign, but the drug 

appeared to have no effect.  He then injected the drug into Fitzgerald’s neck, causing his breathing to slow slightly, 

before slapping at his combadge and saying, “Vucetic to Triton. Medical emergency.  Three to beam directly to 

sickbay, and I’m going to need medical isolation fields raised before arrival.” 

 “Understood, Doctor,” a voice from the Triton replied.  “Stand by.”  A moment passed during which 

Vucetic again tried to stabilize his patient, but the readings on the medical monitor continued to drop almost steadily 

before the voice returned saying, “Doctor Vucetic, sickbay is standing by.  Energizing.”  Seconds later all three 

officers dematerialized from the Enterprise’s sickbay. 

 

* * * * 

 

 An hour later, the turbolift doors on the bridge of the Enterprise opened and Dr. Vucetic stepped out, 

glancing around before seeing Captain Tomkins at the rear of the bridge near the master situations monitor. 

 “Captain, we have a problem,” Vucetic stated. 

 “What is it, Doctor?” 

 “I just had two ensigns who were working on clearing bodies from the lower decks contract some 

mysterious illness.  I beamed back to the Triton with them, but there was nothing I could do.  Their systems 

deteriorated too rapidly.  Both are dead.” 

 “What caused it?” Tomkins asked with concern and fearing she already knew the answer. 

 “I have not been able to verify it without any data to compare with, but I’m afraid they contracted the same 

virus that killed the Enterprise-B crew 60 years ago.” 

 “I was afraid you were going to say that.  Should we evacuate the salvage crews we have aboard?” the 

captain asked. 

 “There would be very little point,” Vucetic admitted.  “If it is the virus, it’s likely everyone aboard has 

already been exposed to some degree.  That’s why I returned here after placing the bodies of those two ensigns into 

sealed stasis chambers in the ship’s morgue.  We can’t risk spreading the disease aboard the Triton.” 

 “Bloody hell!” Tomkins cursed, realizing that her excitement over discovering such an historic vessel as 

the Enterprise-B overcame her instinct to make sure everything was safe before letting members of her crew, 

including herself, explore the derelict starship.  “What do we do now?” 



 “I’m going to start taking blood and tissue samples from everyone aboard and comparing them to what we 

have on record.  Perhaps I can isolate the virus and develop a vaccine before it’s too late.” 

 “Take anyone you need to help you, Doctor,” Tomkins ordered.  “And keep me apprised.”  Then, as soon 

as Vucetic left the bridge, the captain collapsed into one of the chairs at the tactical console behind the now-empty 

command chair, looking up at her first officer with worried eyes. 

 “What have I done, Number One?” she asked. 

 “It’s not your fault, Captain,” Peehs tried to reassure her.  “As far as we were able to determine, there was 

no evidence the virus was still on board and viable.  It’s my fault for letting you and the salvage crews beam over.  I 

should have known better.” 

 “There’s enough blame to pass around, Number One,” Tomkins said with a sigh.  “I only hope we survive 

long enough to be able to blame one another.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Down on deck 15, not far from the deflector control room, two more ensigns – one male, one female – were 

moving from room to room, taking a survey of the equipment aboard the ship and its condition.  Both were sweating 

to the point of having visibly damp areas of their uniform beneath their armpits, across their chests, and backs.  

Neither really noticed aside from unconsciously wiping their brows with the sleeves of their uniform as they had 

came across the plaque mounted near the door of the deflector room. 

 “I didn’t realize this ship was commanded by Captain Kirk,” Ensign Tammy Yothers remarked, marveling 

at the plaque. 

 “It wasn’t.  Kirk’s last command was the Enterprise-A,” Ensign Mike Wolf replied, jotting the existence of 

the plaque into the inventory list on the padd he was carrying. 

 “But this says he was,” Yothers argued, pointing at the plaque. 

 “It only says Kirk sacrificed himself for the sake of the ship, not that he was in command at the time,” Wolf 

countered, starting to rub his stomach as he felt the first twinges of cramps.  “Oh, I’m starting to feel awful.” 

 “What’s the matter?” Yothers asked.  “Replicate something for lunch that doesn’t agree with you?” 

 “I… I don’t know.  My stomach is… killing me…,” Wolf complained before moaning loudly and 

collapsing to the deck. 

 “Wolf? Wolf!” Yothers exclaimed when it appeared her shipmate had stopped breathing.  She then turned 

away, shouting down the corridor, “I need help!  Someone?  Anyone!  I need help here!”  As she called for help and 

hoped for a response, Yothers heard a door swish behind her.  She turned back and quickly noticed her collapsed 

shipmate was no longer lying on the deck where he had fallen.  “Wolf, where are you?” she called out, starting to 

panic, her own stomach starting to feel ill – though whether from some strange alien disease or nerves she could not 

be certain.  Yothers approached the door into the deflector control room, which opened obediently at her approach.  

“Wolf, are you in there?”  Stepping inside, the door swished shut behind her. 

 Suddenly there was a single scream from inside the deflector control room, followed only by silence. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Alston to Ensign Wolf.  Wolf, please respond.” 

 Lt Alston waited several seconds, then deactivated her combadge before turning to Captain Tomkins.  “I’ve 

lost contact with several members of the salvage team, Captain.” 

 “What do you mean?  Lost contact?  Is it a communications system problem?” Tomkins asked, walking 

over toward where Alston was sitting at the bridge engineering console. 

 “I’m not sure. I can’t get any response from Teams 1, 6, and 8.  But it seems like the communicators are 

functioning properly.” 

 “Does the ship’s intercom function?” the captain asked. 

 Alston moved over to the communications console, activating several controls before replying, “It appears 

so, Captain.” 

 Tomkins moved over to the seat at the center of the bridge, uncomfortably sitting down in the command 

chair and activating the intercom on the arm of the chair.  The shrill of a bosun’s whistle sounded throughout the 

starship. 

 “Attention all USS Triton salvage crews, this is the bridge,” she said.  “Salvage Teams 1, 6, and 8, contact 

the bridge as soon as possible.  Again, Salvage Teams 1, 6, and 8 contact the bridge as soon as possible.”  Tomkins 

then deactivated the intercom and looked with worry at her chief engineer. 



 A moment later, a whistle sounded from the communications console and a voice said, “Bridge, this is 

Salvage Team 1.  We’re currently located on deck 11, in the torpedo bay.  Sorry we couldn’t respond to your initial 

call, but I was crawling under a piece of equipment at the time and couldn’t reach my communicator.” 

 Alston sighed in relief before responding, “Understandable, Ensign.  Meet me in main engineering in ten 

minutes.  We need to take a survey of the warp core and determine if we can bring the mains back on-line.” 

 “I’ll be there,” the voice responded. 

 “Maybe there is some sort of interference with the communicators aboard this ship?” Lt Commander Peehs 

remarked.  “Let’s hope teams 6 and 8 respond soon as well.” 

 “I’ll leave monitoring communications to you, Commander,” Alston remarked.  “I’m needed in 

engineering.”  A moment later, Alston disappeared behind the doors of one of the turbolift.  Still more minutes 

passed with no word from Salvage Teams 6 or 8.  Peehs looked over at his CO. 

 “I’m starting to get worried again,” he remarked. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Alston exited the turbolift on deck 13, almost running right into Ensign Dave Pellatier and Lieutenant (JG) 

Fred Millworth, one of the Triton’s security guards, who together comprised Salvage Team 1. 

 “You had me worried for a moment, Ensign,” Alston remarked as the trio started walking toward 

engineering.  “I though maybe something happened to you.” 

 “What could happen to me with Lieutenant Millworth in tow, Lieutenant?” Pellatier asked before the three 

noticed another body at the end of the corridor leading to engineering. 

 “I thought they cleared all the bodies of the Enterprise crew off this deck already,” Alston remarked with 

annoyance, a little unnerved by all the bodies the Triton crew was still in the process of relocating to the main 

shuttlebay.  As they moved closer they realized it was one of the decomposed bodies that still defied explanation. 

 “Could it be the other salvage crews left it here because it was so badly decomposed?” Pellatier asked. 

 The remains of the body on the deck appeared to be little more than bones and cloth covered by a mucus-

like substance that reflected the light from the overhead illumination. 

 “Uh… Lieutenant?” Millworth said as they got close to the remains.  “That’s one of our uniforms – 

whoever that is – is wearing.” 

 It was hard to tell at first with the greenish gel that was covering the body, but upon closer inspection 

Alston realized the security guard was right.  The body was one of their own Triton crew. 

 “What is that covering the body?” Pellatier asked, his voice filled with disgust.  “It looks like its dissolving 

it as we watch!” 

 True enough, Alston could see what little flesh was still present being stripped away – almost melted – by 

the gel-like substance covering it.  “Don’t get too close!” she warned her shipmates, but it was too late. Lieutenant 

Millworth had already leaned down over the body, scanning it with his tricorder.  As Alston watched, a thin, barely 

visible tendril of gel shot out from the body, striking the security guard on the neck. 

 “Watch out!” Alston cried out, grabbing the lieutenant’s shoulder and pulling him back, causing him to 

drop the tricorder onto the body and land clumsily on his back. 

 “What’s wrong?” Pellatier asked with concern. 

 “That… that gel, or whatever it is covering the body…,” Alston said, pointing at it.  “It looked like it stung 

Millworth with something!” 

 “I don’t feel anything,” Millworth assured. 

 “I could have sworn I saw some kind of tentacle shoot out toward you,” Alston insisted.  “Let’s let Doctor 

Vucetic know about this and then get over to engineering.  Let the medical team handle whatever that stuff is.” 

 Alston contacted the chief medical officer by communicator, explaining what they had found and what she 

thought she saw.  The three officers then resumed their journey toward engineering until Millworth paused, sweating 

profusely and feeling excruciating stomach cramps. 

 “Forget engineering,” Alston remarked.  “Let’s get you to sickbay.  Pellatier, help me carry him.” 

 Each officer put one of Millworth’s arms over their shoulder and half-walked, half-dragged the security 

guard to the nearest turbolift. 

 

* * * * 

 

 The three officers quickly reached sickbay, placing Millworth on the exam bed before starting to describe 

to Dr. Vucetic what Alston had seen. 



 “The body we found was completely covered in some sort of green goo,” the engineer explained.  “When 

Lietuenant Millworth got close to scan whatever it was, I saw a very thin tendril extend up and momentarily attach 

itself to Millworth’s neck.” 

 Vucetic pumped several drugs into the now-shivering security guard before pulling out his tricorder and 

scanning Millworth, concentrating on the area around the neck. 

 “I’m not seeing anything like he was struck or stung,” Vucetic started to say when something in the scan 

results drew his attention.  “Wait a second…  What do we have here?” 

 The chief medical officer adjusted his equipment, then scanned Millworth’s neck again. 

 “I’m detecting an extremely small entry wound.  Smaller in diameter than even a mosquito bite.  Something 

was definitely injected into the Lieutenant, but if you hadn’t told me where to look I would never have spotted it.” 

 Vucetic took out a detronal scanner and carefully sampled the area around the sting.  He then noticed both 

Alston and Pellatier dripping with sweat. 

 “I hope I can isolate a sample of the virus DNA from this and develop a vaccine.  This plague is spreading, 

and it appears it might be spread by touch.  Both of you are starting to look feverish.” 

 Alston wiped her forehead with the palm of her hand, looking at the wetness. 

 “I think it may be because we both had to carry the Lieutenant here, but I’ll keep an eye on both of us and 

contact you if it gets any worse.  We need to go back to engineering and see if we can get the heart of this beast 

restarted.” 

 As Alston and Pellatier departed, Vucetic activated the intercom.  “Sickbay to bridge.” 

 “Go ahead, Doctor,” responded Captain Tomkins. 

 “Captain, we have another casualty, Lieutenant Millworth.  However, thanks to Lieutenant Alston, I was 

able to determine how he was infected by the virus and managed to collect a sample.” 

 “Doctor, I thought you said there was no way any virus or microbe could have survived for 60 years aboard 

this ship?  How could this all be happening?” 

 “No virus could have survived!” Vucetic stated.  “But Lieutenant Alston and Ensign Pellatier witnessed 

something I believe may be a life-form of some kind sting Millworth just before he started becoming ill.  She 

described it as a green gel completely covering one of the bodies they found belowdecks.  I will need to collect a 

specimen to determine how the virus and these gel life-forms are connected.”  As he spoke, Vucetic was packing his 

medikit, making sure he had everything he needed to take samples from what the chief engineer had described.  “In 

the meantime, there is also a possibility this virus is also being transmitted by touch.  I recommend all our crew wear 

gloves and breathing masks, just to be on the safe side.” 

 “I’ll pass the word, Doctor.  What is Lieutenant Millworth’s condition?” 

 “I’ve done what I can for him for now.  He appears to be stabilized, though his body functions are slowly 

but noticeably increasing.  Left unchanged, he has between 10 and 20 hours remaining.  If I can obtain the specimen 

I need and isolate the virus, I can probably develop a vaccine before he or any other new victims succumb.  

Otherwise, it is only a matter of time.” 

 “Understood, Doctor.  Do you require assistance?’ 

 “It probably wouldn’t hurt to have someone along, if nothing else then to watch my back.  The attack on 

Lieutenant Millworth occurred near main engineering on deck 13.” 

 “I’ll have Lieutenant Ckathel meet you on deck 12 with EVA suits.  That way you’re both properly 

outfitted for the hunt.” 

 “Understood.  I’ll meet Ckathel outside turbolift 12 on deck 12.  Vucetic, out.” 

 A few minutes later, the turbolift doors on deck 12 opened, and both the cat-like Caitian Ckathel Brightslay 

and Captain Amanda Tomkins stepped out.  The captain was already wearing most of an EVA suit, only the helmet 

remaining under the crook of her arm, while the science officer handed a second suit to Dr. Vucetic and started 

donning his own suit as well. 

 “Captain, what are you doing here?” the medical officer asked Tomkins. 

 “That’s what I asked when she joined me in the turrrrbolift,” remarked Ckathel. 

 “We’re in this situation because I was too eager to get aboard the Enterprise,” Tomkins replied.  “And 

since I’m not doing anything on the bridge except sit and worry, I thought I might be useful in your jelly hunting 

expedition.” 

 As both Vucetic and Ckathal finished putting on their suits, the doctor said, “Very well.  The more the 

merrier, I suppose.”  All three then attached and locked down their helmets before stepping back into the turbolift 

and descending one deck. 

 “What is this thing we’re looking for anyway?” Tomkins asked.  “It’s bad enough we have this virus back 

running loose on the ship, but now this added complication?” 



 “Actually, Captain, I have a hypothesis about the alien life form Doctorrrr Vucetic descrrrribed,” Ckathal 

remarked.  “I think it is prrrrobable, based on what Lieutenant Alston descrrrribed to the Doctorrrr, that these gel 

life-forrrrms are the orrrrigin of the virrrrus and have been aboard the ship all along.  Possibly even rrrresponsible 

forrrr the ship’s loss to begin with” 

 “But how could they have survived 60 years of pitch-black and sub-zero temperatures?” Tomkins asked. 

 “We’ll know morrrre once we obtain a sample, but I imagine they arrrre able to go into some sorrrrt of 

hyberrrrnative state in the extrrreme cold, much like some species of pond fish on Earrrrth can do for yearrrrs at a 

time when theirrrr pond drrrries up.  Wherrrrever these gel life-forrrrms werrrre, ourrrr activating the 

envirrrronmental systems prrrrobably brrrrought them out of hyberrrrnation.” 

 The three officers turned a corner and came across what remained of the body that Alston, Millworth, and 

Pellatier had found, obvious because of Millworth’s still activated tricorder sitting on top of the exposed rib-cage, 

though there was even less of the body to see then earlier. 

 “This is the body Alston described,” Vucetic said.  “But I don’t see any kind of gel covering it.” 

 “Is it possible it got up and left?” Tomkins asked. 

 “When dealing with an unknown life-forrrrm, anything is possible, Captain,” Ckathal remarked. 

 Both Vucetic and Ckathal pulled out tricorders and started scanning the vicinity in the hopes that whatever 

Lt Alston had seen would be detectable and still in the area.  Meanwhile, Tomkins slowly turned around, looking 

everywhere and feeling like she was in the middle of some old B-list holofilm, just waiting for the scary monster to 

jump out from behind a door or curtain. 

 “I’m not detecting any unusual life-form readings, Ckathal.  Are you?” Vucetic asked. 

 “No, Doctorrrr,” the Caitian replied before both men were startled by a sudden loud scream from Tomkins.  

When they turned to look at the captain, she was backed up against the corridor bulkhead as if scared or surprised, 

while her entire helmet faceplate was covered by what looked like a semi-transparent green goo.  Amazed, Vucetic 

slowly approached, watching as the goo moved around the edges of the transparent faceplate, as if probing the 

spacesuit helmet for an opening. 

 “What…?  What is it, Doctor?” Tomkins asked, trying to bring her hyperventilation back under control. 

 “I’m not sure.  I’ve never seen anything like it before,” Vucetic admitted. 

 Both Vucetic and Ckathal moved closer, taking readings and observations of the life-form, which extended 

very thin tendrils at them that were fortunately unable to penetrate the space suit each wore. 

 “Frrrrom what I can tell, the life-forrrrm is non-sentient.  The attack on the Captain and its attempts to sting 

us appearrrr to be merrrrely instinctive.  I would surrrrmise this life-forrrrm is similarrrr to the Earrrrth jelly-fish in 

that regard,” the science officer said. 

 As Ckathal spoke, Vucetic attempted to take samples of the creature, only to have it slip out of the 

sampling device each time. 

 “Maybe it would be simpler if we just walk you back to the bio-lab in sickbay with it attached to your 

helmet?” he finally suggested. 

 “Lead the way, Doctor,” Tomkins said, holding out one hand to be led by, since she was having trouble 

seeing through the gel life-form.  But as the three started walking back toward the turbolift, Tomkins started to 

notice a distortion in the faceplate of her helmet. 

 “Lieutenant,” she said, causing Ckathal and Vucetic to pause.  “I could be wrong, but it looks like this… 

thing… is starting to eat through my helmet.” 

 Alarmed, Ckathal pulled out his tricorder and scanned the captain’s spacesuit. 

 “You’rrrre rrrright, Captain.  Its body is secrrrreting a highly acidic compound.  Prrrrobably how it 

dissolves the bodies we’ve seen.  We need to get that thing off you as soon as possible.  It will be thrrrrough the 

helmet faceplate beforrrre we can rrrreach sickbay, and if a single thin tendrrrril of that life-forrrrm rrrreaches 

you…” 

 “I’ll be dead,” Tomkins finished the thought.  All three started pulling at the creature with their thickly-

gloved hands, but the gel merely slipped from their grasp each time.  Finally, as she could actually hear the faceplate 

burning through, Tomkins unlocked the helmet, pulled it off, and threw it down the corridor in the direction from 

which they had come before Ckathal vaporized it completely with his hand phaser. 

 “Sorry about losing your sample, Doctor,” Tomkins apologized to Vucetic. 

 “Just a minor setback, Captain,” the medical officer replied.  “I was able to take some extensive scans of 

the gel while it was attached to your suit.  Now that we know what we’re looking for, I can reconfigure my tricorder 

to scan specifically for them.” 

 Vucetic changed several settings on his medical tricorder, then activated the device and slowly turned in a 

complete circle.  “Oh… my… God…!” he slowly said. 



 “What is it, Doctor?” Tomkins asked. 

 “Captain, there’s not just a few of those things aboard this ship.  Not dozens.  But hundreds.  Perhaps 

thousands!” 

 “Where?” 

 “Several hundred in the engineering hull, concentrated around main engineering, deflector control, and 

especially the shuttlebay.  Quite a few up in the primary hull too, mainly concentrated in the aft section.” 

 “It seems they are attracted to places that generate heat.  Engineering.  The impulse decks.  But why the 

shuttlebay?  That is normally one of the coldest areas of any starship,” Ckathal asked. 

 Tomkins thought back to the remains of the corpse where they first encountered the gel. 

 “Food!” she said.  “We’ve been placing all the bodies in the shuttlebay for eventual burial in space.  It must 

be like a smorgasbord for these things down there.” 

 “They must need to consume dead organic matter, which is why they sting their prey first, then simply wait 

for it to die to consume it,” Vucetic added.  “Come on, let’s get back to sickbay.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 For several hours, Dr. Vucetic and an assistant worked feverishly in the bio-lab on developing a vaccine to 

the plague that would eventually infect and kill them all if not held in check.  So far, in spite of the sample he had 

obtained from Millworth and the tricorder readings of the Gel that had tried to attack Captain Tomkins, Vucetic was 

having little luck. 

 “Another failure!” the medical officer exclaimed dejectedly as the medical computer displayed the results 

of the latest test batch.  “We have six crew members in sickbay who are dying, and unless we can figure out this 

vaccine they only have a few hours less than the rest of us.” 

 As the doctor and his assistant continued working on the next variation of the plague vaccine, the doors to 

the lab swished open and Captain Tomkins – holding a tricorder – and Lieutenant (JG) Dave Kelly, the Triton’s 

Chief of Security – holding a phaser – entered. 

 “What is it, Captain?” Vucetic asked with concern. 

 “We’ve been trying to isolate the Gels from the inhabited parts of the ship,” the captain answered.  “Setting 

up forcefields in the sections we’re not occupying.  But sensors indicate we have at least one Gel here in this 

compartment.” 

 “Where?” 

 “We’re not sure.  Even knowing what we’re looking for, it’s hard to get an exact reading on these Gels with 

a tricorder.  They’re a slippery bunch,” she joked.  Tomkins and Kelly then started searching the lab, opening 

cabinets and drawers, but finding nothing; even when joined by Vucetic and his assistant.  After several minutes of 

fruitless searching, Tomkins said, “Doctor, I suggest you evacuate the lab until we can determine the location of this 

Gel.  I certainly don’t want to risk you getting stung and becoming sick.  You’re our last hope right now.” 

 “I can’t leave the lab right now, Captain,” Vucetic protested.  “If I don’t finish my work, none of us will 

survive!” 

 “Just until we can make sure the lab is secure…,” Kelly started to say. 

 “No, it’s too important…!” Vucetic said when Tomkins noticed a glint of light out of the corner of her eye.  

Turning her head slightly, she noticed the hair-thin tentacle descending toward Dr. Vucetic from the overhead light. 

 “Doctor!” Tomkins shouted, rushing over and pushing the medical officer aside, only to be stung by the 

Gel tendril herself.  She barely felt the prick against the side of her face, but saw the look of shock and horror on the 

other three Triton crew member’s faces. 

 Kelly was the first to recover his wits, aiming his hand phaser at the light above and firing.  In seconds the 

Gel was destroyed, but so was the light, thrusting the lab into total darkness for several seconds before emergency 

lighting kicked in. 

 “Captain!  Captain, are you alright?” Vucetic asked as he quickly returned to his feet and approached 

Tomkins. 

 “I…  I don’t know.  I feel rather strange,” Tomkins admitted as Vucetic started scanning the side of her 

face with his tricorder. 

 “Exactly what I was afraid of.  She’s taken the largest dose of the virus of any of the victims,” the medical 

officer said, his expression grim for a Vulcan as he collected a tissue sample from the captain. 

 “Give it to me straight, Doctor,” Tomkins said, her forehead already breaking out with sweat.  “How long 

do I have?” 



 “Unless I can develop a working vaccine, you have no more than six or seven hours, Captain,” Vucetic 

replied before grasping the captain’s arm and escorting her into the next room, the sickbay ICU.  “Mister Kelly, 

watch the Captain until I can get someone with some degree of medical training down here,” the doctor ordered.  “I 

need to get back to the lab with this sample and see if it can help me develop a vaccine.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 A few hours later, almost the entire surviving away team, just over a dozen people were gathered in sickbay 

and the bio-lab, either tending to the seven away team members who were already stung by the Gels and dying, or 

trying to help Dr. Vucetic develop his vaccine cure.  In gathering in sickbay, Lt Commander Peehs had also been 

able to determine they were missing five additional members of the Triton crew and had to assume they had already 

been killed and likely digested by the Gels. 

 Meanwhile, in the lab, Vucetic was as frustrated as ever.  Nothing he tried seemed to be working, and time 

was running out.  In the ICU, one monitor above a biobed started alarming.  Lt Ckathal stepped over and deactivated 

the monitor before pulling the cover up over Millworth’s head, silently mumbling a Caitian prayer for his departed 

shipmate. 

 “I don’t understand it!” Vucetic fumed.  “This virus is not acting like a virus when I try to develop a 

vaccine from it.” 

 “What’s happening, Doctor?” Peehs asked. 

 “When I try to replicate the DNA of the virus, it produces a toxin that would kill us all with a single drop 

were I to try and vaccinate any of us with it.  I don’t understand what is happening.” 

 “Have you taken into consideration…,” Peehs started to say when he was interrupted by Lt Kelly – who 

was monitoring a sensor screen in sickbay. 

 “Commander, I’m detecting numerous Gels heading in the direction of sickbay.  I’m not sure how they 

managed to get around our forcefields, but they’ll be here in minutes.” 

 “Probably using the Jefferies tube or ventilation networks,” Lt Gallagher suggested.  “We were unable to 

extend forcefields through much of the ship’s support structures.  Remember, she was built in the last decade of the 

23
rd

 century.” 

 “What do we do, Commanderrrr?” Ckathel asked. 

 “We defend the sickbay complex as best we can until we can’t anymore,” Peehs replied, pulling out his 

own phaser. 

 Everyone’s attention was drawn to Captain Tomkins, who suddenly leaned over the side of the biobed on 

which she was laying and vomited into a container set up beside it.  She then lay back down flat on her back, her 

hands holding her stomach as if in great pain. 

 “The last time I saw anyone acting like that was on Vicasia II,” remarked Lt Gallagher. 

 “What happened there?” Kelly asked.  “A plague outbreak like this?” 

 “No.  One of the away team I was a part of had been bitten by a Vicasian serpent, very similar to cobras on 

Earth.  The venom the creature excreted caused a slow, painful death.” 

 “Venom…?” Dr. Vucetic started to say to himself before his eyes suddenly widened with realization, 

looking at the Caitian science officer.  “Lieutenant, what if we’ve been sidetracked?” 

 “What do you mean, Doctorrrr?” Ckathal asked. 

 “From all indications, the Enterprise crew had no idea the Gel’s were aboard their ship.  They saw the 

symptoms and assumed it was a virus or plague attacking them.  And because of that, we’ve been working under the 

same assumption.  But what if this isn’t a disease?  What if it’s something else?” 

 “Like what?” Lt Gallagher asked. 

 “Lieutenant Ckathel compared the Gels to jellyfish on Earth, literally brainless and only drawn to food 

sources.  But what if the Gels are closer to jellyfish than we first suspected?” 

 Realization dawned on Lt Commander Peehs face as he said, “You mean that instead of a virus, what the 

Gels are stinging us with is a toxin!” 

 “Yes!  Probably a powerful neurotoxin that causes plague-like symptoms as it attacks the nervous system.  

It would also explain why it works faster on some victims than others,” Vucetic explained.  “The larger the dose, the 

faster the victim succumbs.” 

 “Well, if it’s just a toxin killing us all and not a disease, let’s just beam back over to the Triton and get 

ourselves out of danger.  We have plenty of lab facilities that could isolate the toxin and develop an anti-toxin 

aboard our own ship,” Peehs suggested. 



 “Because I’m not 100% certain what we’re dealing with is merely a toxin and not a virus.  There is the 

distinct possibility it could have the properties of both, killing as a toxin but being spread from victim to victim like 

a virus.  It would be more efficient in an evolutionary sense than the Gels having to sting each individual victim.  I 

would rather not risk spreading a disease aboard the Triton if I’m wrong.” 

 “Very well.  You have a sample of the toxin, if that’s what it actually is,” Peehs said.  “Can you develop an 

anti-toxin from it in the time we, and especially the Captain, have left?” 

 “Like I have a choice?” Vucetic said over his shoulder a he turned back to his lab equipment and addressed 

Blake.  “Ensign, can you give me a hand?” 

 “My pleasure, Doctor,” the male nurse replied. 

 As the two got to work on developing an anti-toxin, Peehs looked at the rest of the away team. 

 “Everyone who can hold a phaser, have it at the ready.  If you see any sign of a Gel entering sickbay 

anywhere, shoot first and point it out later.  If at all possible, avoid shooting at anyone else in the room, even our 

dead shipmates, but survival comes first!  We need to give Doctor Vucetic time.” 

 

* * * * 

 

  Over the course of the next three hours, nearly a dozen Gels had managed to enter sickbay, mainly through 

ventilation grills or equipment service access doors, though one managed to cause the main door to the corridor to 

open and three Gels quickly oozed inside before being vaporized by phaser fire. 

 “If they ever figure out how to get in here in massive numbers, we’re going to be overwhelmed!” Lt Kelly 

said.  “Recommend we retreat to the lab as a more defensible position, Commander!” 

 “Negative!” Peehs replied.  “We can’t move all our casualties, and I’m not leaving anyone out here while 

we still have a chance to survive!” 

 As Peehs spoke, another Gel oozed out of a vent high on the bulkhead, only to be quickly vaporized by 

Petrie just as Vucetic emerged from the lab. 

 “I think I have it, Commander!” the doctor said triumphantly. 

 “Great!  Who gets it first?” Peehs asked. 

 “Well, the Captain appears to be closest to death, but I don’t want to risk killing her if this turns out to be 

more poisonous than…,” Vucetic started to say when he was interrupted by Tomkins weak voice. 

 “Doctor, if your potion doesn’t work, I’m going to be dead in an hour or two anyway,” she said in a voice 

that could barely be heard.  “Let me be your guinea pig.” 

 Vucetic exchanged a look with Peehs, who silently nodded back.  Vucetic then nodded at the captain and 

stepped over to her with a hypo in his hand, pressing it against the captain’s neck and activating it. 

 Almost immediately the monitor above the biobed reacted as Tomkins heartbeat, respiration, and body 

temperature started to spike. 

 “What’s happening?” Peehs asked with concern. 

 “The anti-toxin is interacting with her bodily functions.  She may be reacting adversely to the anti-toxin, 

but again this may just be how her body is fighting the original toxin.  I’ll be able to tell you more in a few minutes,” 

Vucetic replied.  “If it works right, her body will quickly be able to reject the toxin that has been coursing through 

her system.” 

 “And if it doesn’t work right…?” Peehs asked. 

 “Then it will kill her,” Vucetic said matter-of-factly. 

 As those who were able watched, the monitor panel above the bed indicated Tomkin’s body temperature 

had shot up to 40
o
C in less than thirty seconds and that her metabolism has increased by 200%.  Everyone was so 

intent on what the medical monitor was showing, in fact, that no one took note of the ventilation grate near the deck 

falling open and more than a dozen Gels oozing out, one immediately moving toward the covered body of Millworth 

nearby as the others moved about the room and started climbing the walls. 

 “What’s happening, Doctor?  She looks like she’s burning up!” Peehs remarked, taking note of how red the 

captain’s skin was becoming. 

 “I think the anti-toxin is working,” Vucetic said hopefully. 

 Suddenly Tomkins’ indicators all flat-lined and the monitor started sounding an alarm normally associated 

with cardiac arrest.  Vucetic looked shocked, as if what was happening was the last thing he expected. 

 “What is it, Doctor?  What’s happening?” Peehs demanded to know. 

 “She’s gone into some kind of arrest,” Vucetic answered, Peehs’ words breaking the doctor’s state of 

indecision, and he immediately rushed to grab his medikit, preparing to shock the captain’s heart back into rhythm.  



But before the medical officer could attach the defibrillator, Tomkins suddenly took in a huge breath of air – as if 

she had not been breathing for several minutes – and her eyes fluttered open. 

 “What…?  What happened?” Tomkins asked weakly, sweat dripping from every centimeter of exposed 

skin. 

 Vucetic scanned the captain with his tricorder, a small smile forming that quickly grew in size with each 

new reading. 

 “It’s working!  The anti-toxin is purging her system!  She’s going to make it!”  Vucetic then looked over at 

his assistant.  “Blake, start injecting everyone with a dose of the anti-toxin, 5ccs.  If anyone needs a larger dose we 

can increase the dosage incrementally once we’re back aboard Triton.” 

 “Yes, Doctor,” Blake said, quickly entering the lab to retrieve the remainder of the anti-toxin and starting to 

prepare hyposprays for everyone.  As he walked back into sickbay, however, he froze in his tracks.  “Uh…, 

Doctor…?” 

 “What is it, Bla…,” Vucetic started to say when he noticed where his assistant was looking; the body of 

Lieutenant Millworth, completely enveloped by one of the Gels as it started digesting him.  That was when everyone 

looked around and realized they had let their vigilance slip and that nearly two dozen Gels were in sickbay, some 

attached to bulkheads quite close to several members of the away team. 

 “We need to get out of here as soon as possible,” Peehs said, tapping his combadge with a minimum of 

movement so as to not attract the unwanted attention of any of the Gels.  “Away team to Triton.” 

 “Triton here.  Go ahead, Commander,” replied the voice of Lieutenant (JG) William Weston. 

 “Weston, in fifteen seconds all the surviving members of the away team are going to activate their 

combadges.  Lock on and beam only those signals directly to sickbay.” 

 “Only the active communicator signals?” Nabel asked for clarification.  “Why not the entire away team?” 

 “Because if you beam back all the members of the away team, you’re likely to set loose the same pestilence 

aboard the Triton that killed off the entire crew of the Enterprise-B,” Peehs responded.  He then nodded to everyone 

to activate their combadge, watching uncomfortably as one of the Gels oozed down the bulkhead close behind Lt 

Ckathel. 

 “Understood, Commander,” Weston confirmed.  “We are receiving your signals.  Stand by.” 

 In the command seat on the bridge of the Triton, Lieutenant (JG) William Weston pressed the intercom 

control on the arm of the chair.  “Transporter room, do you have them?” 

 “Yes, bridge,” responded the transporter operator.  “Signals are locked on.  Ready to energize.” 

 “Then energize,” Weston ordered. 

 A few seconds later, the away team felt the familiar tingle of the transporter as they all dematerialized, the 

view of sickbay aboard the Enterprise-B quickly replaced by the brighter view of sickbay aboard the Triton, where 

the EMH Mark II was already standing by to assist. 

 “Everyone here?” Peehs asked, counting his crew to make sure everyone who had still been alive was back 

home and that those who had perished, along with the strange alien life-form that had killed them, were all left 

behind.  Once everyone had been accounted for, Peehs added, “Good work, Weston.  The away team is back!” 

 

* * * * 

 

Captain’s log, stardate 65534.1: 

It has been three days since the away team was retrieved from the Enterprise-B, and 

everyone who survived has recovered – thanks to Doctor Vucetic and the anti-toxin he 

developed just in time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Since our return, the Doctor has been able to determine there was never a plague virus 

aboard the Enterprise.  From sensor readings and engineering schematics retrieved from 

the Enterprise’s computer systems, we hypothesize the Gels – as we now officially call 

them – wherever their origin, travel through space in a hibernative state and managed to 

get aboard the Enterprise through a loose impulse vent cover – probably drawn by the 

heat produced by the impulse fusion reactors – and once aboard started poisoning 

members of the crew in order to use them as a food source.  The spread of the Gels 

unseen throughout the ship, along with the plague-like symptoms the toxin produced in 

humanoids, prompted the crew to believe they had contracted a virulent disease and the 

medical staff did not realize their mistake before it was too late.  Then, once the ship shut 

down, the Gels likely returned to the same hibernative state that allowed them to survive 

the depths of space until our arrival and subsequent restoration of heat and light allowed 

them to return to a normal animated state, more hungry then ever.  Unfortunately, we are 

unable to safely collect a Gel specimen, but our sensor records should help us if we or 

another Starfleet vessel should ever encounter a similar situation in the future. 

In the meantime, I have come to the sad realization that the Enterprise-B can never be 

salvaged.  There is no way we can ever be sure we have eliminated every single Gel from 

the ship, and we can never risk this dangerous life-form ever reaching a populated world 

or starbase.  Instead we will give our deceased crew members and the crew of the 

Enterprise-B the proper send-off they deserve. 

Tomkins, out. 
 

 

 The Triton’s command staff and many of the surviving crew who had been part of the salvage teams aboard 

the Enterprise were gathered on the bridge of their starship, several manning their normal posts, others lining the rail 

behind the CO and XO’s seats.  On the main viewsceen, the Excelsior-class USS Enterprise-B orbited serenely, its 

tumbling having been stopped after power had been restored to the vessel during the salvage operation. 

 The doors of the ready room opened, and Captain Amanda Tomkins – fully recovered from her ordeal and 

now dressed in her bone-white dress uniform – emerged and took her place at the center of the bridge facing the 

viewer.  Then, lifting a padd she was carrying, she started to say, “We are gathered here today to pay our respects to 

our honored dead.  We do this not only to perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who gave their lives in the 

pursuit of their duties while serving the Federation, but to honor those who – knowing there was a possibility they 

may never return – still struck out towards the stars for the purpose of the advancement of knowledge, diplomacy, 

and peace.  They did not feel this sacrifice to be either vain or empty. 

 “The crew of the Enterprise, perhaps better than any other crew in Starfleet, were acutely aware of the 

dangers they faced each day exploring the unknown, simply by the fact of the famous name their vessel bore, a 

name that carried more than a century and a half of history along with it of those who boldly went where none had 

gone before, and of those who did not return; yet they heroically went about their duties right to the end.  Several of 

our own shipmates now join them, having borne that same courage and tenacity that have been the hallmark of 

Starfleet for more than two centuries.  We honor them today by remembering each of them.” 

 Captain Tomkins then ordered, “Crew, parade rest!”  Everyone on the bridge, save helmsman Josh Field, 

stood up from their seats, facing forward, their feet slightly apart and arms folded behind their backs.  Tomkins then 

started reading the list of names from the padd, each name followed by the chime of the ship’s bell as they were 

remembered with honor.  “Captain Thomas Johnson Jr…  Commander Robert Black…  Commander Grace 

Nichols…” 

 It took the better part of an hour and a half to read the nearly 550 names of the Enterprise crew and the 6 

members of the Triton crew lost aboard the Enterprise to the Gels.  Finally Captain Tomkins reached the end of her 

list. 

 “…Ensign Wolf…  Ensign Yothers…”  Tomkins then lowered the padd and stood at attention, ordering, 

“Crew, Ten-HUP!”  Everyone on the bridge, once again with the exception of helmsman Josh Field, snapped to 

attention as well. 

 “Ashes to ashes, dust to dust,” Tomkins resumed.  “We now commit the bodies of our shipmates to the 

depths of space, to again become one with the universe they once explored.”  Then, while still looking at the other 

vessel on the viewer, said, “Mister Gallagher, if you would be so kind?” 



 “Yes, Captain,” Lt Gallagher responded before activating the Triton’s tractor beam on repulse, pushing the 

larger starship out of orbit and toward the violent atmosphere of Daneesha V.  The Enterprise slowly drifted further 

and further away from the Triton until finally entering the atmosphere proper, slowly starting to glow a dull red as 

the hull began to heat up.  Eventually the starship was trailing a long tail of flame as it descended faster and faster – 

much like one of its predecessors through the atmosphere of the Genesis planet a century earlier – soon disappearing 

from view within the blue-grey clouds of the large ringed planet. 

 “This concludes our memorial service,” Tomkins finally said.  “Crew, dismissed.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Captain Amanda Tomkins was sitting on the couch in her ready room, having just finished writing the six 

letters of condolence to the families of the crew killed aboard the Enterprise-B, contemplating the events of the last 

few days and how close to tragedy she and her crew had come, when the chime on the door sounded.  She looked up 

toward the door, considering for a moment not answering before finally saying, “Come.” 

 The doors swished open, and Lt Commander Shaun T. Peehs entered, walking directly over to where 

Tomkins sat. 

 “We’re on course to Daneesha II, Captain,” he announced.  “Nothing out of the ordinary to report.” 

 “Nothing out of the ordinary…,” Tomkins repeated with an ironic chuckle, then looked up at Peehs’ face.  

“Isn’t that sad, Number One?  We lost six members of our crew, could potentially have killed everyone aboard the 

Triton, and were forced to destroy a perfectly intact – though admittedly old – starship, and we consider that nothing 

out of the ordinary.” 

 Peehs found he had to nod in agreement with the captain’s underlying sentiment, then requested permission 

to sit down – dragging over the visitor’s chair from in front of the nearby desk to sit on. 

 “Captain, I’m sure you know as well as anyone that life in Starfleet is not what many would consider 

normal.  It isn’t the safest of occupations.  And this ship has seen its share of death before.  Less than a week out of 

starbase we lost half our command staff, and why?  Because we aren’t omniscient.  We don’t know everything there 

is to know about the universe around us.”  Peehs looked directly into the captain’s eyes as he continued, “But if we 

knew everything, there would be no reason for us to be out here, would there?” 

 “You’re right, Number One,” Tomkins admitted, feeling slightly better.  “We’re here to do a job.  A job 

that is not without risk.  I guess sometimes I forget we’re all aware of that when we volunteer to join Starfleet, yet 

we have all consciously chosen to be here anyway.”  Tomkins shifted her seat on the couch, moving to a slightly 

more comfortable position as realization dawned on her that there were few Starfleet officers that would have 

handled their encounter with the Enterprise-B much differently.  She then wondered how she would have reacted in 

Captain Johnson’s place, believing a plague virus had invaded his vessel, never suspecting they were under attack by 

an alien life-form instead. 

 “So tell me, Number One; what are we expecting to find on Daneesha II?” 

 “Long range sensors are indicating a class-M world, about 50% land and 50% ocean, with numerous life 

forms but no signs of intelligent life.  However, sensor indications of Daneesha III are very exciting.  If sensors are 

correct, we have a humanoid civilization just on the verge of their industrial age.  It should prove quite illuminating.  

We could potentially be here for weeks,” Peehs replied as the two senior officers began to plot out a plan to study 

the newly discovered Daneeshans unobserved. 

 

The End 


